
For logistics and transportation companies, Big Data and the Industrial Internet 

of Things (IIoT) are quickly becoming crucial tools for effective supply chain 

management. While in the past, it was sufficient to rely on simple routing and 

item-tracking systems, as technology has advanced, it’s become essential to 

collect and analyze streaming data as it comes in. Businesses that fail to 

incorporate IIoT data into their operations are at a steep

competitive disadvantage.

When fleet performance is optimized, logistics companies can reduce 

operational expenses, improve delivery speed, and enhance the customer service 

experience. Data streams can also feed into partner organizations, such as 

production and distribution centers, offering detailed insights on the entire 

transportation process, and updating expected results and timeframes based on 

changing data values.

A real-time Big Data processing solution can offer assistance with

two key functions:

· Asset management
Logistics and transportation companies need a comprehensive overview of their 

fleet status at any point in time, to ensure that deliveries are on schedule and 

that items are not damaged during the shipping process. Comprehensive asset 

management also tracks data, such as fuel consumption, traffic details, idle 

times, and average speed, ensuring that expected delivery and shipment times 

can immediately be adjusted based on changing variables.

· Predictive maintenance
Real-time data monitoring enables companies to track the health and 

performance of equipment and all vehicles within the fleet. Instrument data is 

collected in aggregate to measure efficiency and monitor for anomalies. By 

instantly identifying data values that fall outside the norm, businesses can 

identify when maintenance is needed in advance of a vehicle or

equipment breakdown.

A comprehensive IIoT implementation, paired with an information fusion 

platform that delivers insights in real time, can assist with both of these core 

functions and enhance operational processes.

Solution Brief

The Business Problem

The Benefits of the IIoT
· 90% of transportation and logistics companies either 
have or plan to deploy IIoT solutions within a year.

· Logistics companies anticipate that
IIoT technology will improve: 

     - Delivery processes (51%) 
     - Safety (45%) 
     - Cost ine�ciencies (44%) 
     - Supply chain visibility (44%)¹

                            
¹ 2014 Forrester Consulting survey on behalf of
Zebra Technologies
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In order to ingest and contextualize data, many organizations 

within the IIoT use Hadoop, with Kafka and Flume on the front end 

for event processing. These tools are often sufficient for analyzing 

data at rest; however, for immediate, actionable data analysis, it is 

essential to use a platform that enables you to analyze data 

streams in real time, incorporating analysis of other concurrent 

data points and historical comparison data. 

ThingSpan™, Objectivity’s information fusion platform, leverages 

these open-source tools by natively supporting the Hadoop and 

Spark ecosystem atop an object-oriented database. It ensures 

superior performance by organizing logistics-related data about 

locations, vehicles, and GPS devices into a logical model involving 

objects and the relationships between them.

This model allows for enriched and transformed data to simplify 

the support of complex, multi-dimensional queries associated with 

IIoT applications and analytics. With its object-oriented approach 

to information fusion, ThingSpan delivers optimal intelligence to 

the IIoT. Now organizations in logistics can transform static Big 

Data and streaming Fast Data from generic to relevant in real time, 

thereby maximizing business value. 

The ThingSpan™ Solution

When collecting terabytes of data from thousands of sensor-connected 

devices, it can be difficult to discern the actionable data from the noise 

that surrounds it. Often, data points must be viewed in context—both in 

comparison with other data points at the same moment in time, and in 

comparison with historical data. 

When incorporating streaming data, many Big Data platforms include a 

normalization process that can take minutes or even hours to surface 

relevant data insights from a relational database. In the logistics 

industry, it’s vital to gain access to transportation-related data directly 

from GPS devices and vehicle diagnostic ports in real time, so that the 

data can be used to revise delivery schedules and routes.

Logistics companies need access to a solution that can process and 

analyze data rapidly, at the point of ingestion. An object-oriented 

information fusion solution can retain correlations between associated 

data points, such as metrics related to specific GPS coordinates. This 

enables fleet managers to track and update vehicle routes based on 

current traffic and positioning data, and enables the company to 

automatically predict and update delivery times.

An advanced information fusion solution provides the processing power 

to collect and analyze terabytes of data, with the agility to assess 

streaming data and surface new insights in real time.

The Technical Challenge

Objectivity, Inc. is a pioneer in high-performance distributed database platforms that power 
mission-critical applications for the most demanding and complex data sources in the enterprise. 
Objectivity enables organizations to accelerate time-to-value of their data assets at scale by 
enriching Big Data with Fast Data. With a rich history of serving Global 1000 customers and 
partners, Objectivity holds deep domain expertise in fusing vital information from massive data 
volumes to capture new revenue opportunities, drive competitive advantages, and deliver better 
business value. Objectivity is privately held with headquarters in San Jose, California. 
Visit http://www.objectivity.com to learn more.

ThingSpan is a purpose-built Information Fusion platform designed to accelerate the 
time-to-production of Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) applications. It is a massively 
scalable distributed platform designed specifically for the complex issue of extracting 
actionable insights from Fast Data and Big Data sources. It is architected to integrate 
with major open source Big Data technologies, such as HDFS and Apache Spark. 
ThingSpan leverages Objectivity’s core object data-modeling technology and the 
company’s rich experience in building fusion solutions.
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